
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on the domestic and overseas holiday market.
•• Trends in booking behaviour.
•• Holidaying intentions and likely behavioural changes in 2021.
•• Holidaying motivations.
•• Company activity during the pandemic.

Despite limited travel options in most of 2020 and the disruption caused for UK
travellers, the vast majority (83%) of UK travellers would like to return to their
typical holiday behaviour once COVID-19 has fully cleared. Agreement peaks
among over-65s at 91%; a group that is rising in volume, confident in its
financial situation and among the first to be vaccinated.

The national lockdown announced on 4 January 2021 led to a further decline in
holiday bookings, with only one in 10 consumers having booked a trip in the
three months to early January compared to nearly three in 10 a year ago.
Nevertheless, underlying demand for travel remains strong and brands can
expect a surge in holiday bookings once travel restrictions are lifted. The
domestic market will continue to recover quicker, due to the likelihood of
(entry) restrictions on travel to some countries, potential quarantine measures
and the higher cost of overseas travel.

The pandemic will leave its mark on the economy. Over a quarter of UK
holidaymakers intend to take fewer holidays per year after the COVID-19/
coronavirus outbreak is over than they typically did before the outbreak,
particularly to save money. Nevertheless, some consumers have managed to
reduce their outgoings over a quiet 2020 with limited travel opportunities.
Brands have the opportunity to entice this group to splash out on travel in 2021,
for example by offering more premium accommodation or private
experiences.
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“New lockdowns led to a
decline in booking levels in
January, which would have
been an important booking
period in a ‘normal’ year.
Nevertheless, underlying
demand for travel remains
strong as Brits do not want to
miss out on their main holiday
again.”
– Marloes de Vries, Associate
Director – Travel, 19 January
2021
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Rural/countryside-based holidays in the UK and overseas beach holidays will
be among the better-performing segments when recovery accelerates in the
middle of 2021. Brands will have to promote lesser-known areas to stay as
many travellers will not feel comfortable being part of crowds.
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Table of Contents

• What you need to know
• Key issues covered in this Report
• COVID-19: market context
• Impact of the January 2021 lockdown and the vaccination

rollout
• Economic and other assumptions
• Products covered in this Report

• Impact of COVID-19 on the UK travel market
Figure 1: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19
on the UK travel market, 19 January 2021

• The market
• Value of domestic holiday market expected to have

declined by 46% in 2020
• 2021 could be a record year for summer staycations in the

UK
• The value of the domestic holiday market is expected to

recover in 2022
Figure 2: Forecast volume and value* of domestic holidays
taken by British residents (prepared on 19 January 2021),
2015-25

• Value of overseas holiday market expected to have
declined by 79% in 2020

• The second half of 2021 has the potential to see strong
demand

• The value of the overseas holiday market is expected to
recover in 2024
Figure 3: Forecast volume and value* of overseas holidays
taken by UK residents (prepared on 19 January 2021), 2015-25
**

• Consumer confidence comparable to pre-COVID levels…
• …but protective financial behaviours are likely to impact

holiday frequency
• Companies and brands
• Campaigns to encourage 2021 bookings
• Initiatives to make testing more accessible
• Brands aim for a greener and more inclusive image
• The consumer
• Booking intentions increased when vaccination programme

was rolled out…
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• …however, new lockdowns led to a decline in booking
levels
Figure 4: Actual bookings and plans to book a holiday in the
next three months, January 2019-January 2021

• Holiday participation has the potential to recover in 2021
Figure 5: Destinations visited vs intentions to visit, 2018-20

• Opportunity to combine nature-based holidays in the UK
with culture
Figure 6: Participation and future holidaying intentions in the
UK, by holiday type, November 2019 vs October 2020

• Strong desire for overseas beach holidays
Figure 7: Participation and future holidaying intentions
abroad, by holiday type, November 2019 vs October 2020

• De-stressing and reconnecting with others will be central to
consumers’ motivation to travel in 2021
Figure 8: Most important reasons to take a holiday in the next
12 months, October 2020

• Local culture a key attraction of long-haul destinations
• Summer season could get crowded and expensive
• Financial protection; a more important selling point in 2021

Figure 9: Attitudes towards booking holidays, October 2020
• The importance of accessible travel

Figure 10: Attitudes towards holidays, October 2020

• Limited travel options in 2020 provide opportunity to
upgrade holidays in 2021

• Making the holiday planning and booking process easier by
integrating COVID-19 measures

• Pent-up demand expected once restrictions are lifted
• Some consumers managed to save more whilst others feel

the financial impact of COVID-19
• Entry restrictions add to the complexity of holiday planning

• New lockdowns dampen speed of recovery of travel market
Figure 11: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19
on the UK travel market, 19 January 2021

• Value of the UK holiday market expected to have declined
by 71% in 2020

• Late booking trend will continue amid lockdowns
• Pent-up demand will be released once restrictions are lifted

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

THE MARKET – KEY TAKEAWAYS

MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST – TOTAL
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• Long-term outlook of holiday market remains positive
Figure 12: Forecast volume and value* of domestic** and
overseas holidays taken by UK residents (prepared on 19
January 2020), 2015-25

• Market drivers and assumptions
Figure 13: Key drivers affecting Mintel’s market forecast
(prepared on 19 January 2021), 2015-25

• Learnings from the last recession
• Boost in domestic holiday rental property stays
• Fewer overseas short breaks but more self-drive holidays

and visits to low-cost destinations
Figure 14: Value sales of domestic and overseas holidays,
2008-15

• Forecast methodology

• 2019 was a record year for domestic tourism
• Value of domestic holiday market expected to have

declined by 46% in 2020
• 2021 could be a record year for summer staycations in the

UK
• The value of the domestic holiday market is expected to

recover in 2022
Figure 15: Forecast volume and value* of domestic holidays
taken by British residents (prepared on 19 January 2021),
2015-25

• Forecast methodology

• Value of overseas travel grew significantly prior to
COVID-19

• Value of overseas holiday market expected to have
declined by 79% in 2020

• The second half of 2021 has the potential to see strong
demand

• The value of the overseas holiday market is expected to
recover in 2024
Figure 16: Forecast volume and value* of overseas holidays
taken by UK residents (prepared on 19 January 2021), 2015-25
**

• Forecast methodology

MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST – DOMESTIC

MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST – OVERSEAS
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• Brands have the opportunity to entice travellers to book
longer stays

• Working holidays make longer trips a viable option for more
travellers
Figure 17: Volume of overseas holidays and domestic holidays,
by length of stay, 2015-19

• Over-55s will be an important driver for growth of the travel
market
Figure 18: Volume, nights and spend for overseas holidays and
domestic holidays, by age, 2019

• Desire to be outdoors will lead to further growth potential
for Scotland
Figure 19: Holidays in Great Britain taken by British residents,
by region visited, 2016-19

• Greece and Turkey continued to gain market share in 2019
• Spain likely to remain the leading overseas destination
• France challenged to increase value-for-money

perceptions
• Italy has potential to gain market share in the luxury travel

market
Figure 20: Top 15 overseas holiday destinations for UK
holidaymakers, by number of holidays, 2017-19

• Package holiday providers will benefit from the financial
protection offered
Figure 21: UK volume of overseas package and independent
holidays, 2015-19

• New strain of COVID-19 pushes more of the UK back into
lockdown

• Lockdowns prolong the recovery of the holiday market
• EU recommends to ban non-essential travel from the UK
• An increasing number of countries require negative

COVID-19 test results upon arrival
• UK reduces quarantine period to 10 days and introduces

Test to Release strategy, but closes travel corridors
temporarily

• Some consumers continue to feel the impact of COVID-19 on
their finances…

• …however, government support and reduced outgoings
have mitigated the impact on the wider population

MARKET SEGMENTATION

MARKET DRIVERS
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Figure 22: Changes in financial situation, November
2019-January 2021

• Consumer confidence comparable to pre-COVID levels…
• …but protective financial behaviours are likely to impact

holiday frequency
Figure 23: Financial confidence in the year ahead, November
2019-January 2021

• Pound-to-US Dollar exchange rate continued to improve
Figure 24: Pound versus euro and US Dollar, 1 April 2016-30
December 2020

• Campaigns to encourage 2021 bookings
• Initiatives to make testing more accessible
• Brands aim for a greener and more inclusive image

• Promotional campaigns to encourage bookings
• TUI shows people that nothing compares to a real holiday
• Kuoni’s Turn of Year campaign: Get Carried Away
• More travel companies are participating in Black Friday

event
• Making testing more accessible
• Manchester Airport launches testing facility and offers a 5%

discount on Boots’ in-store testing service
• Sofitel and Hilton promote Test &amp; Rest packages
• Abercrombie &amp; Kent offers £50 discount towards a

COVID-19 test
• Brands strive to become carbon-neutral or positive
• Valencia aims to become a carbon-neutral destination by

2025
• Danish hotel will open a climate-positive wing in 2021
• Travel companies set goals to be more inclusive
• Airbnb sets long-term goals to make the company more

diverse and inclusive
• Intrepid’s commitments to reduce gender inequality

• Underlying demand for travel remains strong…
• …however, new lockdowns led to a decline in booking

levels
• Confidence in booking holidays online remains high
• Financial protection; a more important selling point in 2021
• Travellers will continue to search for quieter places to stay

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS
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• De-stressing and reconnecting with others will be central to
consumers’ motivation to travel in 2021

• Booking intentions increased when vaccination programme
was rolled out…

• …however, new lockdowns led to a decline in booking
levels

• Opportunity to upgrade existing bookings
Figure 25: Actual bookings and plans to book a holiday in the
next three months, January 2019-January 2021

• Protection of older generation provides opportunities to
encourage bookings
Figure 26: Plans to book a holiday in the next three months, by
age, December 2019-January 2021

• Once restrictions are lifted, many consumers will remain
cautious
Figure 27: Consumer concern about COVID-19, February
2020-January 2021

• Participation in domestic holidays remained stable during
the pandemic

• Self-employed and over-55s among the segments showing
the highest drop in holiday participation
Figure 28: Destinations visited on holiday in the past 12
months, 2018-20

• Regulations will have a big say in the speed of recovery by
destination
Figure 29: Destinations visited on holiday in the past 12
months, by country, 2018-20

• Holiday participation has the potential to recover in 2021
• Travellers will cut back on the number of breaks they take

Figure 30: Destinations visited vs intentions to visit, 2018-20
• Domestic holiday market will benefit from COVID-19

uncertainty
• Overseas destinations closer to home are likely to recover

quicker
Figure 31: Destinations visited vs intentions to visit, by country,
2018-20

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

HOLIDAY DESTINATIONS – VISITED

HOLIDAY DESTINATIONS – FUTURE INTENTIONS
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• Vaccine protection could make cities attractive again for
older generation

• Opportunity to combine nature-based holidays in the UK
with culture and wellness
Figure 32: Participation and future holidaying intentions in the
UK, by holiday type, November 2019 vs October 2020

• Strong desire for overseas beach holidays
• Less crowded areas will appeal in 2021

Figure 33: Participation and future holidaying intentions
abroad, by holiday type, November 2019 vs October 2020

• De-stressing and reconnecting with others key travel
motivations in 2021

• Brands challenged to evoke feelings of trust whilst selling a
highly experiential product
Figure 34: Most important reasons to take a holiday in the
next 12 months, October 2020

• Local culture a key attraction of long-haul destinations
Figure 35: Most important reasons to take a holiday in the
next 12 months, domestic vs overseas, October 2020

• Scotland and Wales set to benefit from desire to be in the
great outdoors
Figure 36: Most important reasons to take a holiday in the
next 12 months, by destination, October 2020

• Summer season could get crowded and expensive
Figure 37: Holidaying intentions, by quarter and destination,
October 2020

• Consumers need support and flexibility for a seamless travel
experience
Figure 38: Time between booking and departure, October
2020

• Financial protection; a more important selling point in 2021
Figure 39: Attitudes towards booking holidays, October 2020

• Confidence in booking holidays online remains high

• Underlying demand for travel remains strong
• The importance of accessible travel

HOLIDAY TYPES – PARTICIPATION VS FUTURE INTENTIONS

HOLIDAY MOTIVATIONS

BOOKING INTENTIONS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS BOOKING HOLIDAYS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS HOLIDAYS
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Figure 40: Attitudes towards holidays, October 2020
• The desire to meet locals remains strong

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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